In this paper, we introduce lower-truncated transversal polymatroids, and develop efficient algorithms of network-flow type for those polymatroids. The lower-truncated transversal polymatroid contains, as special cases, a variety of useful matroids such as cycle matroids of graphs, matroids in plane skeletal structures, etc. We present simple and powerful theorems which enable us to solve various combinatorial optimization problems for those polymatroids by means of network-flow algorithms. Especially, we can solve greedy-type optimization problems concerning those polymatroids in a remarkably efficient manner. As greedy-type problems, we take up the problem of fmding a maximum-weight independent vector, that of finding the principal partition and that of covering and packing, and give efficient solutions for them. Applying general algorithms for lower-truncated transversal polymatroids to cycle matroids of graphs and matroids in plane skeletal structures, we obtain various new results.
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It should be noted that, though we do not discuss problems concerning respective systems, techniques developed in lhis paper can be applied lo discrele syslems wilh inlernal degrees of freedom [29] such as two lypical examples mentioned above, line drawings of polyhedra [27] and olher systems arising in various fields of engineering science.
1. Preliminaries
Basic concepts of polyma troids
For a finile sel E, we denote by RE (resp. R{) the set of all functions (or vectors) from E lo R of reals (resp. R+ of nonnegative reaJs). For xER E and S<;;. E, we denole by xiS lhe reslriction of x to S, and set x(S)=:E x(e). We define a characeE: S lerislic vector XsERE fo~ Se;;;.E by Xs(e)=l (eES) and Xs(e) =O (elt'S) . For 
eEE,
we denote X!e! simply by X,,· Polymalroids were inlroduced by Edmonds [3] . A function W 2E --> R, where 2E is lhe sel of all subsets of E, is called a (io-functionif 
(E)=J1(E) is called a base of P.
A polymalroid can be oblained from a (io-function which is not necessarily a (3-function. For a po-function J10: 2E ..... R, P(J1o) becomes an independence polyhedron of a polymatroid .whose rank function J1 is given by (see [1] , [3] ) Note that P(J1o)=P(J1) and J1 (1) 
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As is well known. y is a {J-function. Let C w be a vector in R:". We define a network N (B. c w ) with vertex set V. arc set A and capacity function ~ as follows.
( 
(aEA). (VE V).
A value of f is defined to be af(V). For a flow f. aflv is called a supply vector.
For C u E H}I. a flow f such that a f I v ~ C u is said to be maximum with respect to C u if the value of f is maximum among those of all flows I' such that a 1'1 V~ cu' The following lemma is the famous maximum-flow minimum-cut theorem [6] . [13] . 
vk=v' (k;:';;O) such that ViEV-!t! (O~i<k). Vi~Vj (O~i<j~k). aiEA (l~i~k)
and. for each i=1.
' .k. either ai=(vi-l.vJ and f(a i )< c(a i ) or ai=(vi.v i -l ) and
f{aJ>O.
As is well known. the problem of finding a maximum flow with respect to X u in N(B.Xw) is equivalent to the maximum matching problem of a biparlile graph B [6] . [13] . This problem can be solved in O(v'iUIIA I) time [5] . [9] . More generally. we oblain the following theorem. which can be shown almosl similarly to the proof in [5] .
so that we omit the proof in this paper (in [11] . a complete proof of this theorem is given). Polyhedra P(I') and P(I'I.1) are shown in Fig.2 .1(b) and (c), respectively. In this case, the independence polyhedron P( I' 1.1) of P( 1,1) corresponds lo the polyhedron delermined by a rank function of a graph depicted in Fig.2 .1 (d) (cL §4.1).
In the so-called lransversal lheory, il is oflen considered whelher the condilion "/XI;£ /r(X)I+ k (X~ V)" holds for bipartite graph B, where "k" is called a defect [24] . Hence, "d" in (2.1) may be considered as a negative defect Sugihara [26] has observed lhat concerning plane skelelal slructures a problem with a negative defect arises, and has shown lhal the problem can be solved by repealed applicalions of an ordinary bipartile-malching algorilhm He has shown lhal the similar lypes of problems arise in the discrete syslem wilh inlernal degrees of freedom, and propose a polynomial-lime algorilhm for checking structural inconsistency of such syslems [29] (see also [27] , [28] ). Our approach is a straighlf orward generalization of his work.
The lower-truncaled transversal polymatroid introduced here gives a unifying framework lo analyze lhose discrete systems. In the following, we develop useful techniques of network-flow lype to treat lower-truncaled lransversal polymatroids algorithmically.
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1. An example of a lower-lruncaled lransversal polymalroid
Theorems
We begin wilh lhe following lemma, which is one of lhe so-called demand-supply lheorems in nelwork flow lheory [6] . [13] . Here, we give a proof based on lhe maximum-flow minimum-cullheorem. 
We conclude this seclion wilh the following lheorems which give several resulls of In lhe above-mentioned complexity for finding the flow fk' lhe term of lA 11 U I can be dispensed with in the following way Suppose that an ordinary labeling pro' cedure [6] , [13] is employed for finding the flow fi from lhe flow f i -1 . Consider lhe case when, in lhe labeling procedure, il comes lo be found lhat lhere is no augmenting path from u i to t wilh respecl lo lhe currenl flow (this flow is f i ). Here, if we delele all the current labels and then slart 1;0 augment the flow from U i + 1 to t, the term of I All U I is surely needed. However, we can re-use all the labels as they are and slarllo augmenllhe flow from u i + t lo t wilh lhose labels, since il has been found lhal lhere is no augmenling palh from each currenlly-labeled verlex lo t. If we lake lhis lechnique, t.he lerm of I All U I is done without. Hence, given lhe flow J, we can
Thus, we can find Then, the vector obtained by this algorithm is a maximum-weight independent vector of P with respect to z [3] .
Since we can compute c+ for P(p,d;a.) efficiently, we can apply the greedy algo- [J v'TUT! 1 All W I) time.
Proof: A base of P( mp. rnd; n) can be found by the following algorithm: In the above algorithm. for the flow f obtained at the end of it. x* == a flU is a base of P( mp. rnd; n). Since (i).
(ii) of step 2 are executed at most 1 W 1 times. the com- 
plexity of this algorithm is O((x*(U)+rndIWI)IAI) (Theorem 2.7(ii». Since x*(U):2i.mpl WI. this complexity is O((p+d)mIAII WI)·
The principal partition
The lheory of lhe principal partition has been developed on fine structures of polymatroid inlersections, and has been applied lo many kinds of systems problems in engineering science [15] , [17] , [21] , [32] . Here, we consider the principal partition of a polymatroid with respect to a modular function, which was considered by Tomizawa [31] and was refined in lerms of polymalroids by Fujishige [8] .
We first review the decomposition theory of a Boolean sublaUice briefly from a rather algorithmic point of view. Given a family L of subsels of U which forms a
Boolean sublattice (i.e., X,YEL~Xu Y, Xn YEL), we can obtain a partition of U with a partial order as follows. For L, let U+ CL) be the complement of the max-
imum of L, U-CL) be the minimum of Land U*(L)=U-U+(L)-U-(L).
For
Nole that D(L,u)EL, and, if vED(L,u), then D(L,v)e D(L,u).
Consider a directed graph C* = C U* CL), A *) with vertex set U* CL) and arc set A * defined by
(3.2) A*=Hu,v)! U,VEU*CL), vEDCL,uH·
Let U\(L) (i=l, ,k) be a partition of U*CL) oblained from lhe decomposition of C* inlo slrongly connected componenls wilh which a parlial order is nalurally asso- In this section, we take up cycle matroids of graphs and matroids in plane skeletal struclures as lypical and useful examples of lower-truncated lransversal polymalroids.
cialed. Then, we oblain a partition of U into blocks U+(L), U'I(L), U*2(L), U\ CL), U-CL)
We apply the arguments discussed in the above sections lo problems concerning these two useful matroids, by which we obtain various new results, and demonstrate the practical usefulness of the network-flow approaches proposed in this paper.
Cycle malroids of graphs
For an undirected graph G = ( V, E) with vertex set V and edge set E, we consider The following is lhe famous lheorem due lo Nash-Williams [23) . V=!w 1 , ,w5D depicted in Fig.4.1 . For this graph G, the bipartite graph iJ(G) is that in Fig.2.3(a) . Hence, from the discussions concerning the example of Fig.2.3 , we see that T=E-!u 4 ! is a base of Mf:, and, for P (2, 2) 
To return, let us consider greedy-type optimization problems of Mr First, consider the problem of finding a base. From Theorem 3.2, we can find a base of M~ in O(kIEIIVI) time in general (note that IAI=O(IEI». We can easily reduce the 
0)
The degree of each vertex of E on jj( C) is 2.
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(ii) The value of any flow considered in the course of the algorithm is at most k: I V I. Then, one can easily show that the complexity of the algorithm modified as above is 0(k 2 1 VI2). In a similar way, we can find a maximum-weight independent set of M~ in 0(k 2 IEIIVI) time (Theorem 3.1).
Next, consider the problem of finding the covering and packing numbers of Mc.
In [30] , Tarjan announced that both numbers can be found in 0(IEI2) time. Picard and Queyranll.e [25] and Ichimon [10] presented 0(IVI 4 ) and 0(minIIVI 2 , I E I log I V I! I V 12) algorithms, respectively, for corn puting the covering num ber of Mc.
Applying the general algorithms in section 3.3, we can find the covering number in 0(IEI2) time, and the packing number in 0(IE12 logl VI) time.
Consider the problem of finding the principal partition of a graph C. The principal partition in the sense of Kishi and Kajitani [18] and Iri [14] , which is the principal partition of P (2, 2) From the discussions concerning Fig.2.2 , we see that G is not generic independent (i.e., G contains a redundant edge), and that L=lu 1 , ,u 7 ! is a maximal generic independent and stiff subgraphs of G.
, we see thal (L v luel)-lu! is generic independent in the case of . ,u e !. but is not generic independent in the case of uElu1,u2!.
Applying the algorithms developed in this paper, we can determine whether a graph G is generic independent, and find a base of ML in O(IEII VI) time. Note that it has been only known that the independence tesling problem can be solved in 0{1£1 35 ) time [26] (see also [20] ).
The principal partilion of M L tells us how lhe redundancy is distributed on G.
However, if a graph G is generic independent and stiff, the principal partition gives no meaningful partition of £, that is, it gives a partition of £ into respective edges with no partial order among them, since a structure consisting of an edge is generic independent and stiff. Nakamura and Sugihara [22] and consider a directed graph C* = (E, A *) with vertex set E and arc set A * defined by Then, the partition of E with a partial order obtained by decomposing C* into strongly connected components completely describe.s lhe inlernal slructure of generic independent and sliff su bgraph C' = ( V', E') wilh I E' I ~ 2 of C.
In obtaining lhe partition due lo Nakamura 
Concluding Remarks
We have given the theorems for computing the fundamental functions of lower· truncated transversal polymatroids, based on which we can solve various combinalorial optimization pro blems for those polymatroids efficiently from a unifying point of view by means of network-flow algorilhms. We have also discussed in detail three greedy-lype problems among those optimization problems, and have shown lhat the problems for cycle matroids of graphs and matroids in plane skeletal slructures can be solved very efficiently by means of network-flow algorithms proposed in this paper.
From the slandpoint of applications, though we have touched upon, as examples, cycle matroids of graphs and malroids in plane skeletal structures only, the lowertruncaled transversal polymalroid is slrongly connected wilh the discrele system with internal degrees of freedom, which has been investigated by Sugihara [29] (e.g., line drawings of polyhedra [27] ), and therefore the lechniques of network-flow type developed in thi.s paper are widely applicable to problems of analyzing such systems.
From the viewpoint of combinatorial optimization, in this paper, we have taken up only the greedy-type optimization problem among various ones, and we have shown lhat those problems can be solved very efficiently (in many cases, more quickly compared with known methods). The method proposed in this paper can be applied to general optimization problems as a tool for computing the fundamental functions in constructing so-called auxiliary networks in the independent-flow problems.
From the rather theoretical point of view, the following result has been obtained concerning the lower-truncation of f5o-funci.ions. Consider two f5o-functions J.lI and J.l2 on a finite set E. Let Al and A2 be lower-truncations of J.lI and J.l2' respectively (cf.
(1.2)). Although we have P(Ai)=P(J.li) (i=1,2), and obviously P(A I +A 2 )C.
H. Imai P(J.lI+J.l2)' it is not necessarily true that P(A I +A 2 )==P(J.l I +J.l2) holds. In [12] . a necessary and sufficient condition so that P(A I +A 2 )=P(J.l I +J.l2) holds is given. Though this type of approach is rather hopeless from the practical point of view. we can apply this arguments to the sum of rank functions of two graphs. Let Cl == (VI' E) and Thus. yl+y2 determines a lower-truncated transversal polymatroid P{1.2) on E of E.
which can be algorithmically treated in an efficient manner as shown in the paper.
However. as stated above. p(yl+y2) does not necessarily correspond to p{pl+p2); we only have p(pl + p2) ~ P{ y I + y2) and we can not apply the techniques of network-flow type to the problem concerning the sum of rank functions of two graphs Cl and G 2 straightforwardly. For conditions so that p{pl+p2)==p(yl+y2) holds. see [12] .
Finally. in this paper. we consider the theorems for bipartite graphs only. It is straightforward to generalize the theorems to those for ordinary graphs. Applying lhe generalized theorems for graphs. we can efficiently solve the problem related to orientalions of graphs.
